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General Notice No. 484 of 2021

SPECIAL LEGAL SUPPLEMENT

The undermentioned Bills are published in the Special Legal Supplement to this number of the Government Gazette:

A Bill “To provide for the establishment of the Institute of Technical Education and Technology”.

(Bill No. I of 2021)

A Bill “To amend the Mental Health Care Act”.

(Bill No. II of 2021)

This 17th March, 2021.

Prime Minister’s Office, Port Louis.

General Notice No. 485 of 2021

LEGAL SUPPLEMENT

The undermentioned Government Notice is published in the Legal Supplement to this number of the Government Gazette:

The Radiation Safety and Nuclear Security (Control of Import and Export of Radiation Sources and Other Controlled Items) (Amendment) Regulations 2021.

(Government Notice No. 43 of 2021)

This 17th March, 2021.

Prime Minister’s Office, Port Louis.
THE QUARANTINE ACT 2020
Order made by the Prime Minister under section 3 of the Quarantine Act 2020

1. WHEREAS by virtue of paragraph 3 of General Notice No. 467 of 2021, I ordered, in view of the fact that I was satisfied that it was necessary and expedient for the purposes of preventing the spread of COVID-19 in Mauritius, that no person, other than in the Island of Rodrigues, the Island of Agaléga and the Chagos Archipelago, shall remain outdoor in Mauritius as from 10 March 2021 at 6 a.m. until 25 March 2021 at 8 p.m.

2. WHEREAS by virtue of paragraph 4 of General Notice No. 467 of 2021, I ordered that paragraph 3 of the said Notice did not apply to the following persons –
   (a) employees of the public and private sector organisations providing essential services;
   (b) employees of the Disciplined Force;
   (c) a person who has to avail himself of medical treatment or procure medicine or any other item essential for his or his family’s subsistence or livelihood;
   (d) a Judge or Magistrate for the purpose of attending Court (in respect of minimum judicial services as the Chief Justice deems essential), and employees of Courts as may be designated by the Chief Justice;
   (e) a barrister or an attorney whose services have been retained by a person to attend a police station, place of detention or Court;
   (f) a medical practitioner for the purpose of attending a hospital, private medical institution or patient in need of urgent medical care;
   (g) a pharmacist and his employees for the purpose of attending their place of work;
   (h) employees of quarantine facilities, petrol service stations, port and airport and related businesses, cleaning and scavenging services and security services.

3. NOW, THEREFORE, I hereby order that, in addition to the persons specified in paragraph 4 of General Notice No. 467 of 2021, paragraph 3 of the said Notice shall not apply to a member of the National Assembly for the purpose of attending a sitting of the National Assembly or any other meeting in relation to the sitting of the National Assembly.

4. This Order shall take effect on 22 March 2021 at 6 a.m. and lapse on 24 March 2021 at 6 a.m.

P. K. JUGNAUTH
Prime Minister, Minister of Defence, Home Affairs and External Communications, Minister for Rodrigues, Outer Islands and Territorial Integrity

17 March 2021
PROVISIONAL LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR THE SIR SEEWOOSAGUR RAMGOOLAM NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS/STATE OF MAURITIUS SCHOLARSHIPS/ADDITIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS (MERITORIOUS) AND MCB FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP 2021

(Published in compliance with Regulation 24(9) of the Education Regulations 1957)

BOYS
ROYAL COLLEGE PORT LOUIS

ARTS SIDE
LUXIMON:JESHRAM

ECONOMICS SIDE
ABDOOL RYMAN:YUSOUF
AMEER MEEA:SAYED AHMAD ALI ROSHUN
BAKEY:JALALLUDEEEN MOHAMMD IKHLAAS
BEEDESSEE:YOVURAJ YOVAN
CANNOOSAMY PILLAY:DYLAN ALVISHEN
CHEDDEE:JATIN
CHUTTOO:MOHAMMD IJAAZ
FOKEER:SHARSH
GAYA:NITIN RAJ
GOPAUL:MOHAMMD UWAYS NURR-UD-DIN
JEALAL:SANDEEP
JHUMKA:CHEIK SIDY AHMAD ASRAF
KANHYA:SHRESHTH MITHIL
LALLMAN:GREGORY
LIOW YAN MAN:ERWIN
LUCKOO:AKSHIN AVANISH
LUTCHMAH:YOGESH
MARC:JEAN ALDRIC RYAN
MOTY:KAUSHIKH KUMAR
NAGA:AKSHEN KAUSHIK
NEETHALIA:KSHITIJ PRITAM
NITHOO:NIKEL
PANG:JEFFREY
PEERBOCUS:MUHAMMD HAYDAR ALI
PURMANAN:NEEL
RAMANA:RYAN VISWARAO
RAMASAMY:HANNS JOSHUA
RAMLOLL:ANUPAM SHARMA
RAMSAMY:JOHN MICHAEL GEORDAN
RAMSOHYE:BAHVISH
RAMSOKUL:YAJNESH
SEEAM:GAURAV GAUTAM
SEEBALUCK:YUVRAJ SINGH
SEEGOLAM:TUSHAR
SOOKLOLL:HUMANSHU
SUBRN:HIMANSHU VARMA
SUEN-FA:DEAN MARTY
SUNGER:DEEDESH HARSHIL KARMENDRADAS
TANGUR:VAIBHAV RANVIR
TOORY:DAVISH
TOORY:PRITISH
URJOON:PRITVEE KUMAR
YONG KWEN CHONG:NICOLAS

SCIENCE SIDE
AMIRAN:MOHAMMD ARSHAAD DAWOOD
APPASAMY:KEVAN
AUCHARAZ:RAYISH SHARMA
AUCKBARAULLEE:MOHAMMD KALIMUDDIN
AYACOUTY:SELVAGANESH
BAHADDOOR:BAOO VISHTANTSING
BEEHARRY PATANAY:PRANAV
BHOLLAH:MUHAMMD SALAAHUD DIIN
BHUJUN:YOGRA SHIVESH
BISSESSUR:RITYIK
BOODHUN:MUHAMMD YASIN
BUCKTOWAR:SATVAN ANUBHAV
BUSSAWON:MUHAMMD JAAIB IRBNE AHMAD SIDICK
CHAMILALL:NURENDRPRATAP SHARMA
CHAN YOOK FO:JONATHAN KEN
CHOMROO:NHAL
CONHYEDASS:BHARGAV
DHOKHUN:RAEES AHMAD
DUVAL:AHRIN
EMAMBOCUS:MUHAMMD AZHAR SAIFUD-DIN
FAKEerah:VARUN
FATAYMAMODE:MUHAMMD ALI ASGAR
FATGARALLY:MUHAMMD JABIR IBNE IMTIAZ
FOONDUN:UZAIR MUHAMMD ALI
GHUNSUM:THANVEER
GUKHOO:NIKIL DHARMESH
HOSSUNALLI:MUHAMMD IMRAN
JAGUESSUR:UDISH ROHAAN
JEWOOOARAIN:TUSHARKANTI LALL
JOOMUN:UMAYR
JUGDEEP:MOHILESH VINC
JUGESSUR:JASVEER
JUGOO:RISHEEK
KWONG CHIAN:VICTOR
LEE:CHEN AH VON:BRAN EDY
LI YUN FONG:MICHAEL
LODEECHAND:BAOO ABHINAVSINGH
LUCMUN:ISHIR
MANIKON:ADRIEN DAVID
MARCELIN:JEAN-DAMIEN GREGORY
ROYAL COLLEGE CURÉPIPE

ARTS SIDE

TECHNICAL SIDE

ECONOMICS SIDE

SCIENCE SIDE
JOHN KENNEDY COLLEGE

TECHNICAL SIDE

ANNASAWMY: WHEILLEN PAZANEE
ARLANDA: JEAN-LUC BRYAN
BOOKAH: RANEESH PRAKASH
CHOOROMONEY: YUDHISH
DHOOUNMOON: LOVES
EMAMBOCUS: MUHAMMAD IBRAHEEM JUNAID
FONG YEE CHUN: CEDRIC
GHABOOS: SYED ALTAAF MAHOMATHOO
GOVIND: KOUDHAVIEE
HELLENE: RYAN CEDRIC RICARDO
KAVERI: SÉKAREN DARMAJAN
LOLLJEE: BHAVESH KUMAR
MAURIMOOTOO: THINAGAREN
RUHOMAUN: KHALEELULLAH AHMAD RAZA QADRI
SALICK: PAREEKSHITSING
SONEA: MOHNISH

ARTS SIDE

CHUNG CHIN CHOW: DEREK KWONG YOONG
JHUGROO-CANGY: RICHARD YANN BRADLEY
JUDIVADOO: KIRATRAJ
LIU CHIN YING: GREGORY RYAN
SEEBORUTH: SUNDISH

ECONOMICS SIDE

ABDOOL: MUHAMMAD AMIIR HASSAN KHAN
ALLYMEEAH: MUHAMMAD OUWAIS SAYED
BISSESSUR: YASHVIR
BOODHOO: MUHAMMAD EAJAZ MUSLIM
BOURDON: JEAN DARREN EZEKIEL
GHOORUN: AKSHAYE
HURGOBIN: PARIKSHIT HURGOBINSINGH
NUCKCHEEDEE: BHUMESH
RAMCHURN: AKILEISH
RAWAT: AKHTAR ABOO BAKAR TOORAB
RUPCHAND: PATEET PAWAN
UNUTH: LINESHWAR
WONG TUNG LAN: RYAN ALEXANDRE

SCIENCE SIDE
ANDRIANAVALONA:STAN LEE
AURMOOGUM:NIELSEN
BAURHOO:NEETYAM
BAYEEROO:RARVESH
CHADEE:VAGEESH KUMARSINGH
DAVASGAJUM:MEHLVIN DAREN
ELYHEE:MUHAMMAD ANAS
HART DE KEATING:TRISTAN
IMRIT:RATISH KUMAR
ISSURY:SHREYAAS
KURRIMBUX:ISMAEEL IKRAAM
LAM HANG:BRIAN WARREN MATTHEW CHEN FA
NAHULLAH:AKUL COOMAR
PUTTAY:YOVEN
RAMNARAIN:JASBIR MANAV
SEESAGHUR:MEVEESH KUMAR
SEESURN:BAVISH
SEETAH:VITHHAL
SOOKOY:BAHVEER DEV
WOGRAM:DESIRE WILLIAM KINSLEY

TECHNICAL SIDE
ANOWAR:MUHAMMAD MUBEEN UL-HAQQ
BEERJERAZ:PRASHANT ROY
GOPEE:JEAN JULIEN DAMIEN
HEMRAZ:ASHIQ KAVEE
HOSANY:MUHAMMAD YUSUF
JEHEE:MUHAMMAD YUSUF ALI
KWOON KUNG MUN:SHAWN WAYNE BRIAN
LUXIMON:RUDAI SAWANT
MUGUN:KESHAV
PARSAD:KUVALESH
PURMESSUR:HAHSHIT
SEGOOLAM:YURSH
TEERUTH ROY:ARMAAN IASH
WONG-KEE-CHEONG:PATRICK MICKY

SOOKDEO BISSOONDOYAL STATE COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE
BALCHURN:GIRISH SHARMA
DULLULL:FADEEN
FATEMAMODE:MUHAMMAD ILHAAN
HARONIA:TOSHAN
HULKURY:MUHAMMAD JAMEEL
JEEOH:SHARVEESH
KISSOONDALY:MAHESH
LUCHMUN:ANVISH SINGH
LUCHMUN:GAVIN KRISHNA
MOOTOOSAMY:NAVANIDEN NAIDU
RAGHOO:CHUNDER SING

SCIENCE SIDE
ABDOOL KHADER:MUHAMMAD YUSUF ALI
APOLLON:JEAN HENRY WILLKINSON
AUDIT:SHANT VEER
BAABOORAM:HITESH
BAGHA:GESHAN PREETISH
DOOBUR:MEDHANSH
GOODAR:GHUNVANSH
GOPAUL:HERAMBH SINGH
GUIN:SHREYAA
HURREISENG:NAVNEET
JAHANGEER:MUHAMMAD UZAIR KHAN
JEERALL:ABDUS SWADICK ABBAAS
JEEHA:KHOOSHILNATH
KHADU:CHIRANJEEV
LAGAILLARDE:LUC NATHAN JOSHUA
MONEESAWMY:LOGEN
MOTAH:ASSOOTOSH DEV
NARIMLOO:RISH
NAVJEE:ARMAAN IASH
RAMANAH:SHANT VEER
RAMDASS:TEJ
RANJIHUN:SAVED MOHAMMAD JIBRAANE
RAMPHUL:JAHRIKUMAR
RAM:AVINESH
RUJEEDAWA:MUHAMMAD IRFAAN HOSSEN
SETOHUL:LOVENSH KUMAR
SOORUYAH:YAGNESH
TROUBADOUR:JEAN RYAN

TECHNICAL SIDE
BALISSON:BOOVISH
BOODHOO:LEVISH
DEWNATH:TANVISH VASHIL
GOKULSING:PUSHKAR TRIVEDY
GOODAR:GHURUVANSH
NUNNOO:MOHAMMAD OMAR RAIHAN
RAMCHURN:SNEHANN

MAHATMA GANDHI INSTITUTE MOKA

ARTS SIDE
IYACOOTEE:KEDES
RADEGOONDE:JASON MATTHEW DARRELL

ECONOMICS SIDE
APPADOO:DESHRAJ
BEEFUN:DOORGESH RAI
BOODHUN:KULASHEKAR
EATHALLY:MUHAMMAD ASHFAQ
GUIN:CHOHAN KUMAR
LEW YEE TEEN: CHRISTOPHER WAYNE
MAHOMED HOSSEN: MUHAMMAD SHUAIB
MUSTUN: SAAJID AHMAD
PURAN: SUDHISH PRATAP
RUGLOO: VEDAAN
SAKIR: PAOLO JASON EMMANUEL
SEEBALUCK: SANVEER
SHIW VEE WON: SHIW ZHENG
THECKA: AKUL

SCIENCE SIDE
AH-SEN: OLIVER PIERRE TANG MIN LIONG
BALGOBIN: HARSH CHANDRAVEER
BEEGOGO: THANVEER SINGH
BEEHARRY: MIHIR ATHAL
BHANGEE: RISHABH
BHOYROO: NIRVAN HUVISH
BOLAKY: NAVDEEP
CHUMBIT: KHILESH
DOORPUTHEE: DURVESH
GOORIAH: VIDISH PANDREE
GOVINDASAMY: POUVANEN
JEAN: LOUIS AURÉLIEN EZÉCHIEL
JHUMMUN: POORVESHW KUMAR
JOAHEER: KAVISH
JUGGOO: SHREYASH
LIMALIA: MOHAMMAD JUNAID
LOBIND: DEVAPRIYA
LOCHUNAH: SHIVESH
MOOROOGIAH: KRISHEEVEN
NUCKCHEDDY: YOVAN AMITABH SINGH
NUNDOO: AYUSH KUMAR
POKHUN: NAAVISH
RAMBOCUS: HARESH
RAMJEEAWON: SHIVESH KULVEER
SOOBBOROYEN: HANS KANEN
SOOMARCHUN: NIRAV MOTEER
Torry: UTTAM

TECHNICAL SIDE
BHOODHOO: KUSHAL KUMAR
DOORGANAH: UDISH
DYA: RAMPARSAD YATIN
KISSOON: DIVESH
MOORTOOJAKHAN: MOHAMMAD AYMANKHAN
MUNGROO: MOHAMMAD FARHAN
RAMGUTTEE: RAJVEER

RABINDRANATH TAGORE SECONDARY SCHOOL
ARTS SIDE
LILLMOND: SHUBHAM

RUMJAN: MUHAMMAD ASHFAAQ HUSAÎN
SEEBARUTH: MOHNISH SINGH
SEETARAM: BHOMESHKUMAR

ECONOMICS SIDE
BACHOO: DHARMESH
BUKHORY: PURVESHW PAVANKUMAR
HORTENSE: LOUIS ROMAIN LYNDON
KAROO: MIHIR DEV
LIMBADA: MOUHAMMED YUSUF AHMED
MAUDHUB: MITILESH
MOONESAWMY: DILANE
PURMAISSUR: CHAKRADEV
RAMLUCHUMUN: PAVAN KUMAR
SOOBAH: SUSHANT SINGH

SCIENCE SIDE
ABDOOL GAFFOOR: MOHAMMAD INAAM-UL-HAQ
AHPO: AARON THOMAS NG KEET CHOY
ANSON: JOHN BRYAN LORENZO
AUKHOJEE: RITEESH
CARAPYEN: POUNNIYAVAN DEVAR
GOMES: KISHVY
JEEBUN: ABHINAV
JOOMUN: MUHAMMAD FAWAZ
LOHUR: VEDANT
PUNCHCOORY: DHRUV KUMAR SHARMA
RAMPERSAND: RASESH
RAMTOHUL: SHRIDEV
VEERASAMY: SOMARAJEN NAIKEN

TECHNICAL SIDE
BOODHUN: BHOSHIT
CATHERINE: COLLIN JUSTIN
CHOOAH: YUDDHISH
DOOKHIIT: HEMKESH SINGH
GUNPUTH: HRISHIKESH
IP MAN PUN: RAYAN KWET CHUNG
KHEDOON: EMAN
PURMAISSUR: BHAVESH VED
RAMPHELL: NIVAN
VEERANAH: JARVIS

SIR A RAZACK MOHAMED STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL
ECONOMICS SIDE
LIM VOON HEEK: MOUHAMMAD OU'MAIR
LUTTOO: MUHAMMAD RIDWAAN ALI ASWAD
MOHABEER: KHAVISH
SASSA: MOHAMMAD UZAIR AYOOB

SCIENCE SIDE
ABDOOL: SHEIK YASEEN MOHAMMAD
DOWAGAGEE: MUHAMMAD AMIR SHAH

**RAMSOONDAR PRAYAG STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

ELLAHEE: MOHAMMAD FAIZAAN
LUCKNATH: GOVIND
LUTCHMUN: DINESH KUMAR
MAREEMOOTOO: DHARMAHSIVEN
RAMYED: DARSHIL KUMAR

**SCIENCE SIDE**

APPADOO: POOYURSISH
DOWLUT: PARIKSHITSING
RAMRECHA: HOMESHLALL PERSAND

**TECHNICAL SIDE**

FOWDAR: KAUSHIK KUMAR SHARMA
JEETO: WAYNE STUART TIMOTHY

**GOODLANDS STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**SCIENCE SIDE**

GOOJOO: MUHAMMAD ALI FARHAAN

**SIR LECKRAZ TEELOCK STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

ASERIGADU: VENKATESH
BOMMY: SHYAMESH SINGH
CAHOOLESSUR: KESHAV
DOBEE: TEERTHRAJ
DOSOOYE: LOKESH
EDOO: AHMAD NASEER HOOSAINNE
JEETO: ROHAN
LILKUNT: VARUN
MADHUB: PRITVI VEER SINGH
MOHAMUD: IBNE TAHIR HUSSAIN
MOHUN: RAJEV SINGH
MUTTY: SOMANSH
SITARAM: VASHISH SINGH
SOOGUND: CHOUNDRASHEKAR
UNMOLE: PESHAL SINGH

**SCIENCE SIDE**

ASKURN: YUVESH
BADOORALLY: MOHAMMAD ILHAAN
BEEHUSPOTEEA: PRAVESH SINGH
BEEPONEE: VEDISH
BUNGSY: YOUVNEESH
BUSVIAH: ANISH

**TECHNICAL SIDE**

HOSSENY: MUHAMMAD YAASIR
HURKHOO: JUDISH
JHOERKEEA: YUVISH
JHUGUR: TANVIR
LARHUBARBE: JEAN NOEL ADRIANO
LUCHEYO: ASHISH CHRISSYY
NAZURALY: MUHAMMAD ASHFAAQ
OODALLY: MUHAMMAD FUZAYL IBNE IYAAD FARAAD
RAMDASS: VAIBHAV
RAMSOHK: GESHV N KUMAR
SOWDAGAR: MUHAMMAD UZAIR

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

GOBURDHUN: BAALKRISHNARAJ
POYROO: DOORVESH
RAMCHURN: KRISHI LOVE
SANTHOO: TISHANT
SUBRUN: VIKRANTSING

**SMT INDIRA GANDHI STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

BABOO: MOHAMMAD FARHAAN
DOMAH: KHEETH SINGH
SAMY: POU MALAY
TOOKIA: CHESIVISHING

**SCIENCE SIDE**

ITTO: SEEWOORAJ

**TECHNICAL SIDE**

LOCHAN: BHAVISH KUMAR

**DR REGIS CHAPERON STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

BHOOBUN: IVANS MADUN
SURNAM: DARSH CHAUHANSINGH

**SCIENCE SIDE**

BEEHARRY: NEEL KRISHI
DAMAREE: MUHAMMAD OOMAR FAROOK
TARACHAND: TOOSHAR ROHIT

**TECHNICAL SIDE**

PICOT: DEAN ADRIEN

**EMMANUEL ANQUETIL STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

HANGSRAJ: PRAVAN
ADOLPHE DE PLEVITZ STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

SCIENCE SIDE

BHOYROO:YADAV
MURUGAN:DAYALEN
SHEORATANSING:KHOUSSHIRAJ
SUBRUN:PRITHIVIRAJ SHARMA
THANTHANE:REENGAREN SOODARMAN

TECHNICAL SIDE

BAUKER:MOHAMMAD HUSSIN SOUFYAN
GOURANNA:TEDDY TONY
GUNSHAM:VAISHNAV

SIR A RAMAN OSMAN STATE COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE

DOOKHEE:VANEESH
EMAMALLY:MUHAMMAD FAYYAD
ERIGADOO:DHEERENDRA
FURREE:MOHAMMAD JIBRIAN
FURREEDAN:MUHAMMAD ASHRAF IRFAAN HUSSIN
JOOTY:GIRISH
LAMARQUE:ANDY PASCAL WILLIAM
LUCHMUN:ALASHING KADESS
NAYAMUTH:MUHAMMAD NOUMAAN
NUTHOO:MOHAMMUD MEHRAAN SHAH
PONDOR:MOHAMMAD HUZAIFAH
POTHARALA:ADITYA VARMA
RAMMA:ASHVIN
SOODIN:MUHAMMAD AFTAAB SUHAIB
SOOKDEB:CHETANAND
SURLY:MUHAMMAD FARHAN ZUBEIR
TILHOO:KUNNAL

SCIENCE SIDE

APPADOO:BRYSE JASON ARNAUD
AUGUN:JEVEESH KUMAR
BEKOMSING:KUSHUL
BHUVANEE:HEMANDR SINGH
BULLADIN:MOHAMMAD ALI IRFAN
BUNDHOO:DEEESHAN
BUSGEETH:GANISH
DHONYE:ZUBAIR
DOWLUT:MUHAMMAD WASHEEM
ELAHEECOUS:MOHAMMED SHAMEEM HUSSAIN
EMAMAULLEE:MOHAMMUD FARHAAN
GANGADEEN:MHIIR
GOORBIN:RAJAT KUMAR
HANUMAN:MOHUN TUSHAR
HOBASS:MUHAMMAD ASHFAQ ASHRAFI

ISSARSING:IRESH
KHODABOCUS:MOHAMMAD SHEIK SUHAIB
KOWLESSUR:LUV NEEL
LUCHMUN:YOUVISH KUMAR
LUCKHOO:MUHAMMAD ANAS RIDEWAAN
MOOHY:DEVESH ROHAN
MURDEN:RICHLEN
NORBERT:ADRIEN RONAN
NUCKHADDY:SHIKH MOHAMED AADIL
RAMUDU:JAY ALLEN RUBEN
RUNGASMAM:REUBEN
SALAUROO:MUHAMMAD UMAYR
SEMBHOO:NEIL HANS
SHADU:MIHIR
SOOBATTUE:MUHAMMAD BILAAL
TAUKOORCHAN:KAVISH

TECHNICAL SIDE

MAHADOO:RITHVIK
MATAO:DEEPESH HARSHIT
SEEVATHIAN:JOHNAID SHIMRAAN
SOOMAE:LAKHIRAJ

COLLEGE DE LA CONFIANCE

ECONOMICS SIDE

CLAIR:LOUIS JAYO FELONY
UDHIN:CHARISHNU

SCIENCE SIDE

NUNCOO:DINESHWAR LUDOVIC
VITHILINGEM:ASHLEY DAREN

COLLEGE DU SAINT ESPRIT

ARTS SIDE

APPANAH:ABEL
ELAHEE DOOMUN EYDATOULA:YASSEEN MUHAMMAD
PARIANEN:DHUSHAGEN
RAMASAMY:YASH YUVAH
RAMASAWMY:ASHWIN LORGEN

ECONOMICS SIDE

AH YOU:BRANDON
ANDINARAYEN:YOHAN
BEEGUN:THARUN
BHOLAH:JUSHIL KESHAV
CARMA:MOHESH
CHENGADU:AYUSH IRVAN
CHLOE:JEAN ALEXANDRE ELIE
CHONG HOW SIAN:SHIL SHIN
DURHONEY:JEAN-JEAN DORYAN
GUNGADEEN:LVUNISH
HACK:EDGAR PHILIPPE
JUMEEN:MUHAMMAD SUFYAAN
KWAN TAT:TONY
LO TIAP KWONG:MARK CEDRIC
MADARBKUS:MUHAMMAD ASHFAQ ALI
PAYEN:ABDEL NA'IL
PERSAND:DEEVEISH CETVEERAJ
RADKOV:BOZIDAR DANAIOLOV
RAMAH:ILHAN KRISHNA HARRY
SEELARBKUS:SHAIKH MUHAMMAD ABD-AL-JALIL
SOORMALLY:MUHAMMAD HASSAN
SUNNIA:BHARGAV SHREEVASTAV
SWAMI:DARISH KRISHNA

SCIENCE SIDE

ASKOOLUM:ALVIN
BABAJEE:JIVITESH
BADULLA:MUHAMMAD ZOUBEIR
BASANT-ROI:BHAIVESHLALL
BEEHARRY:JAYNESH KUMAR
BIGNOUX:RYAN ALEXANDRE
BISSESSUR:GIRISH
CADERSA:MUHAMMAD HUZAYFAH
CANNOO:KELVIN SHEHAN
CHAY LOONG:TIA YUN FAT JEFFREY RONAN
CHEUNG KAI KAI:BRIAN
DINNARAIN:NETRARAJ
DUSSOYE:VADISH RHEESHABH
FAIRA:NICOLAS BENJAMIN
FRICHOT:PIERRE ARCHIMEDE JONATHAN
GOORANSING:SATYAVIR
GRENADE:GUILLAUME LUCAS
GYA:KOOLESHWAR
HUT:JEAN FREDERIC SAMUEL
KOKIL:ROSHAN SUND RIZVAN
KRISHNAMOORTY:NOAH IAN
LAM THUON MINE:RYAN NICHOLAS
MANSOOR:MUHAMMAD IJA AZ SAJJAD
MOHABIR:ADARSH LAKSHIT
MOHUNG:MUHAMMAD SALMAAN
MOHUNG:MUHAMMAD SHU'AIB
MOONSAMY:OLIVER BRIAN
PARKE:ALEXANDER SHEKHAR
PERBHOO:VIVEK ANANDA
PITCHEE:MARCEL RYAN JEFFRIE
POTAGE:SAMUEL
ROWJEE:YOGESH
SOOKUN:ISRÂ KHALID SULLMAN
SUDDHOO:ANEESHRAO
UIOODHA:YAKSH TOYESH
URJOON:DIVESH

SCIENCE SIDE

VRGINIE:MICHAEL BRADLEY
WOHEDALLY:NADIIM KHAN

TECHNICAL SIDE

ARMANCE:LOUIS ADRIEN BRICE
BISSOONDoyal:NEIL
CHIKHURI:JOSHUA PALLVES
CHUENG HUI CHUAN:BRIAN
GULBUL:AKIL RYAD
JATOONAH:BLAIZE DAVID
KISTOO:SHASHISH
MARIOLE:FRANCOIS JEAN YVES
MUNESAMY:RAYAN THEEVAN
MUSTAF:MUHAMMAD HADEE ISSA
NARAIN:SHASAN
PARKE:CALLAEN ARVIND
RAGOO:EESH RAO
RAJKUMARSINGH:ANKIT TOSHAN
RAMJIT:BHUVISH MERVIN ABHIMANYU
SINGARAVALOO:AGHILEN
YEUNG CHIN SHING:MICHAEL JON CHEE VONG

PROF BASDEO BISSOONDoyal COLLEGE
(BOYS)

SCIENCE SIDE

SALAMUTH:MUHAMMAD FUDHAIL

IMPERIAL COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE

MAUTADIN:HUNAL KUMAR

SCIENCE SIDE

BOOLUCK:CALVIN
GURRAYA:NEEVEAN
HALKHAREE:SHIVAM
JEANNETON:WILLYARD
LOBOGUN:DASHILLE
REESAU:YAVISH
SABAPATHEE:SANJEEVEN
SEEWOORUTTUN:NIRMAL

LONDON COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE

RAMCHURN:JEAN RENONDO BILLY JERSY GUILLIANO
SOOKUN:YUVESH
TOOFANY:MUHAMMAD JAMAALUD-DEEN

SCIENCE SIDE

ACHILLE:LYNN O'NEILL
JEAN-PIERRE:PAUL LUKA MOSHA
TRIOLET STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ECONOMICS SIDE
ABDOOL ROHOMAN: MUHAMMAD ISMAEEL
JAUMALLY: MOHAMAD HAA NI RAY SHAN SHAYAN
MATTAPULLUT: ABHIMAANYUH

SCIENCE SIDE
BUNDHOO: YASHWIN SING
BYLOLL: GESHA VISING
JAUNE: NICHOLAS LUCAS EMILLSON

NEW ETON COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE
CHENGUBRAYDOO: KATHIRCHELVEN
RAMSA MY: RAYAN

SCIENCE SIDE
BHUSO SY: TEJ

RODRIGUES COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE
ALAIN: YOAN JIM ITRY

SCIENCE SIDE
ANDRÉ: JEAN AARON
AUGUSTIN: JOS HUA
AZIE: JEAN PASC AL
BRASSE: JAMY JEAN- BAPTISTE
FELICITÉ: JEAN E SAÜ GREGORIE
GENAVE: CHRIS DY LAN
LEONG TIM: LOUIS BRADLEY
MEUNIER: LUC YOHANN
MUNGUR: YOHAN YANTISH
PIERRE LOUIS: MARC- AXEL
SPEVILLE: NOAH JULI AN
VALIMAMODE: MOHAMMAD REZA RIDWAAN

ST ANDREW’S SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
AZOR: JULIANO MIGUÈL

ECONOMICS SIDE
BHUDO OOKAN: SOOBHAN TA HIR AHMAD

SCIENCE SIDE

ST JOSEPH’S COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE
ANDON: ALEXANDRE THIERY
BAICHOO: MICHAEL GAVIN
CHONNOO: MUHAMMAD RAYAAN ASHR AF
COURTEAU: XAVIER CYRIL
GUNGA: MUHAMMAD SAIF
MOOR OOG IAH: MAIGAN ADEN
PIERRE: JEREMY BENOIT
SOOBHANY: MUHAMMAD A RYAAN

SCIENCE SIDE
ALBERT: GREGORY
CALOU: RYAN STEVEN
CASSEERAM: YESHI L
GANGOOSIRDAR: AR YAN
JOSEPH: RÉMY OLIVIER AXEL
KUMAR: SAURAV
MURDHEN: HAARI KRISHNA
PENTIAH: DYL AN
ROMJON: UZAIR AHMUD SALMAN
SUCCARAM: MIVESHRAWE

TECHNICAL SIDE
AUCKBARAULLEE: YOHANN CLAUDE- CÉDRIC
KHETTUR: PRNAV
SEEDAM: JAVIN NEEL
WONG CHUNG: SIMON JIE QIANG

ST MARY’S COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE
GOORAHOO: MUHAMMAD YUNUS
RUNGASAMY: OUVALEN

SCIENCE SIDE
BHAGOBAN: NEERAJ
CHEUNG CHUN WAH: VICTOR
DHURMA: KHI L ESH
DUSSOYE: ASHLEY
FRANÇOIS: HANS MATHIEU

TECHNICAL SIDE
THE MAURITIUS GOVERNMENT GAZETTE

PITON STATE COLLEGE

ARTS SIDE
HENRI-HÉLOÏSE: EMMANUEL JOE MATHIAS
VENCATACHELLUM: KOVILEN

ECONOMICS SIDE
AUMEER: ADITYA CHIRAG
CHUMMAH: KRITESH
CHUMUN: NEMANDEV
GONDUR: TANVEER
HOW POO: RYAN ANDY
JEERAKUN: CHITESH
KUNNIAH: DHANESHWARA
MAYELAPILLI SAMYAN: SEM
MURREECHPERSAD: LOVISH
NORUTTUN: LESHVIN

SCIENCE SIDE
BHOLAH: MOHAMMAD YASSIR
CONHYE: HOUGESH
CONHYE: JAYESH
DANY: YUVRAJ
DHUNNOO: DEEPESH KUMAR
DOOKHY: NAROTTAM
GOOLJAR: DURGESH
JOGEA: PARVESH KUMAR
JOOMUN: TAYSIR
KANDHYE: DIVESH
KAWOL: AYUSH
LALLMAHOMED: MOHAMMAD ARSHAD
MOOKITH: SULEIMAN MUHAMMAD FARHAAN
MOOROTEEA: NISHAL
NOYENSING: GOWRAV
PERRINE: JOSEPH MAXWELL
PRAYAG: PRATISH
RAGEN: LAVESH KUMAR
RAMGOLAM: MAHESH SIDDHARTH
REETOO: AVIRAJ
SEEBORUN: VYOMESH
SHAM: Vivek

TECHNICAL SIDE
APPADOO: VEREN
CHATOO: NIRBHAY
CHUMUN: KHEMAN
KAWOL: DEVESH
PILLY APPADOO: LEEMEYSSEN
RAMDASS: DUSHANTSINGH

DR JAMES BURTY DAVID STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
PADAYACHY: CAYLAN DAVID

ECONOMICS SIDE
BEEBEEJAUN: MOHAMMAD DJIBRAAN ALLY
BHOOBUN: PRASHANT
DOBIR: MOHAMMAD ILAN MURSHID
EMRITH: MOHAMMAD Oussama
GOPAL: MOHAMMAD AYYAD ALI

SCIENCE SIDE
AUJAYEB: YAADAV VEER
BACCAR: KHAALID MOHAMMAD NAJIB
CAULLYCHURN: POURUSHOTAM
FANFAN: PHILIPPE ALEXANDRE STEPHEN
KANHYE: RYAN
KINOO: MOHAMMAD ZAYAAN IBN HAIDAR
LABONTÉ: JORDAN MIGUEL JEAN
MAUTHOOR: MOTASIM
PAULINE: JEAN-NOËL NICOLAS

TECHNICAL SIDE
AH LOONE SANG: JEAN LUC EMMANUEL
ARNACHELLUM: JENSEN DYVEN
CAROMBAYENIN: YEELAVEN
ROOPAN: SHERSingh
TOONAH: ADNAAN SOUHAYL

EBENE STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL (BOYS)

ECONOMICS SIDE
PANCHOO: MOHAMMAD MUZZAMMIL

SCIENCE SIDE
DIPCHUND: ROUPESH
GOVINDASAMI: YEVALLEN
KHODADIN: MUHAMMAD HUSSEIN Zahir

MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL NOUVELLE FRANCE

ECONOMICS SIDE
SOOBRAMANIYAN: AVILEN

SCIENCE SIDE
SAULICK: SHIVANAND
FLOREAL STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

**SCIENCE SIDE**
FLORE: LOÏC RYAN YOHANAN
MATOMBÉ: ILARIO DARRISON
MEEMEA: DANISH

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
BEEDASEE: KIRIT KUMAR

MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL

**FLACQ**

**ARTS SIDE**
RAMLOCHOO: MATTHIEU STÉPHANE

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
DEELAWOR: BASHIR IRFAN
NAGAPA CHETTY: AZHAGESSEN
RADHA: LOVISH
SAMY: DAMODAREN

**SCIENCE SIDE**
BETCHOO: ADITYA
COTHUNDARAMEN: JAYESH
JEEOOTH: DINESH SARVHAM
KASSERAN: YASHVEER
MOHUNGEE: MOHAMMUD ASHFAAQ ALI
SALEGGRAM: NILESHWAR
SEEBURRUN: SHREE KHOOSHIL

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
BENUDD: MANISH
DEELAH: BHAVESH SEN
MUTHOOR: HEMAL

MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL

**MOKA**

**ARTS SIDE**
AUBEELUCK: AKHEELESH
PADICHE: ADIYEN

**SCIENCE SIDE**
CALLICHARAN: SUYASH
CHOONEE: HARSH DYLAN
HAULKORY: CHANDISHWARSINGH
NUNKOO: THEEL
RAJIAH: SARWIN

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
BARAH: BHAVISH
CHOTHI: OUSHAL

FOREST SIDE STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL (BOYS)

**ARTS SIDE**
MARIE: JUSTIN

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
GUNESH: NILESH
MOHABUTH: MOHAMMAD AMMAAR

**SCIENCE SIDE**
BODLOO: MUHAMMAD IKHLAAS
GOODOORY: TUSHAR
SUNNIA: KARTIC
VANDEPONSEELE: SEBASTIEN TIMOTHY MARCO

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
BHEEKARRY: JASON JYOTISHSAO
RUNGLALL: YOUVRAJSING

PALMA STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

**SCIENCE SIDE**
DAMRY: DEEPAK

PHOENIX STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
HURREE: KEVISH
JALIM: BHAVISH
KAZI: MOHAMMAD YAASEEN
RENOTEE: ANIKETH

**SCIENCE SIDE**
BONOMALLY: MOHAL
BOWANEEDIN: DIVESHSINGH
KORIMBOCUS: MOHAMMAD ZAYN UD DEEN

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
BEEHARRY: KHEMRAJ SINHA
KHODABOCUS: ADNAN MUHAMMAD

MODERN COLLEGE

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
BAPPOO: CHITTESH
EDOO: MUHAMMAD SARWAR SHABAAN
GOVIND: ABISHAÏ ANAV
I. THARITTAYA: KRITISH
RAMMA: SHUBHAM

**SCIENCE SIDE**
LATCHOOMUN: GAVIN
DOHA SECONDARY SCHOOL

ECONOMICS SIDE
BOUBADOOR: ZAYD AHMAD

SCIENCE SIDE
EMAMBUCUS: SHUAYB BIN NAZIR
HEATHY: USAYD

TECHNICAL SIDE
JOWAHEER: HISHAAM IBNÉ IHSAN

COLLEGE STE MARIE

SCIENCE SIDE
CURRIMJEE: ZAKIR AZIM

ISLAMIC CULTURAL COLLEGE VDP

SCIENCE SIDE
OZEER: USAAMA BIN MUHAMMAD
TEELUCK: YASHVEER

MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL SOLFERINO

ECONOMICS SIDE
DINDOYAL: YUVESH
DOWLUTTEE: ABILESH
LUCHMUN: VEERENDRESINGH
MOTOR: JÉREMI CHRIS

SCIENCE SIDE
ACKBAR: MUHAMMAD MUZAMMIL
LUXIMON: GIAN NARAIN
POONIT: ATULYA VIKASH
PUTTY: EVHAM ABHOOshan LALL
SIRAVE: JEAN FRANCOIS ALEXANDRE

TECHNICAL SIDE
JHEENGOOR: NOOR-E-MUHAMMAD ARSHAD
PULLUT: MONESHWAR SINGH
RAMJAN: MOHAMMAD SUHAYL
RAMSAMY: MILAN DHRUVA

ANANIAS ANDRÉ LE CHOU COLLEGE

SCIENCE SIDE
ADELAIDE: JEAN EZECHIEL

GENAVE: RUDY

GIRLS

FOREST SIDE STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL (GIRLS)

ARTS SIDE
BUNGOARAZ: MOHINEE
EATHALLY: BIBI SHANNA BEGAM
GOPEE: BOODHIKA
MOORAJA: NABIHAAH
OZEER: HANNAA
REEMUL: UMME ADILA

ECONOMICS SIDE
AUBDOOL: SOUMAYYAH
BADAYE: MEDHIKSHA
BADRISINGH: GATHIKA
BALLUCK: DEEPSIKHA
BEEDGODHRUR: BHAVYA
BEEHAREE: BIPASHMA
BHOYRUL: LESHAA MISHRA
BUDHOO: KHESHNI
BUNGHOOYEE: MEGNAH
CASSAGNE: MARIE ELISA KELLY
CAUMUL: TIKSHARASHMI
DHOORUNDHUR: HEMSISHA
DONOOKDHARREE: PUNASHREE
EMRITH: YASHVI SHARMA
GOWRYDOSS: CHESTHA DEVI
JUGGIAH: SHAIVI
KHODABOCUS: SHEHZADEE SAFIYYAH BINTY
KHODABUX: FAADDIA BIBI NOOREEN
LIM LUN: SHERILYN YA LEE
MOOLOO: USHNA
MOONIEN: KOOJANEE
MOOTHIEN: HADASSA EVODIE
RAJCOOMAR: KOSHALTA DEVI
RAMDONEE: KHESHNII
RAMSAMI: PARAMESHWARI
RAMSAMY: ANJALI
RAMSEWAK: KEBANTI DEEPKISHA
RAMTOLLA: BIBI ROUKAYYA
SAMBAIAH: IRENA
SANTHOO: KENZA
SEEROO: USHKA SINGH DEVI
SEETANAH: ADRIANA RANNYAA
SEETTA: DAKSHA
SOBHUN: MANSKRITI
SUKKOO: SWARNABYE
TAUCKOOR: KESHI
BON ACCUEIL STATE COLLEGE

TEEROOVENGADUM: SUHASHINI

SCIENCE SIDE
BWA JEE: VAISNAVI
BHATTOO: BIBI ZEENAAUT-UL-FIRDAUS
BHUNJUN: NIDHI
DANDASIGA: BHIVI
ETIENNE: NOEMIE EMILIE
GEOFFROY: MARIE EMILIE
GOODOORY: LAKSHANA
JAMEERBOCUS: MARIE ALINIAH ALLZIRA
KOONBEEHARRY: RITIKA
KUNTHASAM: POOVARSHI
MARIE JEANNE: LOANA SISIE
PARMANUM: DRISTI ELAVARASHI MAREEMOOTOO
SANTCHURN: HARSHA
SHAMTALLY: HANEEFAH NABEELAH
VEERAPEN: SHIVARANJANI SARVALAKSHMI

TECHNICAL SIDE
CALINGHEN: YAAMEENEE
SAYÈDE: MARIE-NOËLLE HILARY BEVERLY

BON ACCUEIL STATE COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE
KHADOO: KHOUCHHEE
RAMPHUL: DIVYA DRISHTI
RAMTOHUL: NATACHA SHARONE
TEELOKEE: LEVISHKA DEVI

PAMPLEMOUSSES STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
MOOSAHUR: SIMRAN

ECONOMICS SIDE
MARDIAPOULLÊ: DEEVACHENA
PEERBOCCUS: BIBI SAADIYAH MADINA BINT KALAMOULLAH

SCIENCE SIDE
BHEEKHARRY: GIANESHRILAKSHANA
BOOJHAWON: TEJASVEE DEVI
CHUTARDARY: DAKSHA
INDEENARAIN: NAINA
RAMGOOLAM: HARSHINEE
SOOKUN: BIPASHA

PAILLES STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ECONOMICS SIDE
BHAHADOOR: OUMME MUSAÏBA HUMAÏRRA

SCIENCE SIDE
EADALLY: ZAHRAH BANON

MAHATMA GANDHI INSTITUTE MOKA

ARTS SIDE
ARIOANICK: PRERANA
BETCHOO: JANAVI YAJNA
CARMA: JYANVI DEVI
DASRUT: TANOUSSHA
JHAUMEER: RAEESAH HOSSEN
KISTO: VISHAKHA DEVI
LALLCHAND: RICHIA
MOOTOOSAMY: MARIE TEVANEE FIONA
SOOKUR: TOOSHITA
YOUNG CHAUNG SIVE: JADE BÉATRICE QUIK LIN

ECONOMICS SIDE
AHAMUDALLY: HANNAH
BEEGOO: CHESHNA
BEEGOO: URVASHI
BUHUEEKHAN: BIBI SHAZIAH FARHANAH
BOODHOO: UDHISSHA
BOODHOO: WEYNA
BRJOMOHUN: TRISHA
CAHOOLESSUR: CHETNA
CHEEKHOOREE: NEETISHA DEVI
CHOORAMUN: BHAVNA DEVI
CHOORAMUN: JESHNA
CHUCKOURY: YUSRA BIBI ZAYNAB
DHANY: BINATI
GUNPUTH: DIVYA VAIBHAVI DIKSHA
HURSAHYE: SHIKHA
JHAUMEER: RAEESAH HOSSSEN
KISTO: VISHAKHA DEVI
LAN HING PO: EMILY ANNA
LUCHOOMUN: POSHITA
LUCKPUTTYA: GAHENA
NAIKO: TAIVISTEE
OOTIM: VIDOUSHA
PANDOO: SHREENA
PERIANEN: DARSHIGA
RAGAVEN: DORSHINY
RAMESSUR: MOHINEE KARISHMA
RUGHONUNDUN: MITA
SEELOCHUND: DOORVESHIKHA
TOOLSEE: RHEEYA YAKSHA
VEERAPEN: RIA

SCIENCE SIDE
BINDA: POOVENI DEVI
BUNSOOGAWAH: GEETIKA
QUEEN ELIZABETH COLLEGE

TECHNICAL SIDE

KUNTHASAMI-POUVANESHWAREE
LUCHMUN-PREETISHA
MEETOAA-BIBI MUBEENAH ZAHRAA
NEELADOOL-JULIA SOLENE
PAQUIOM-DAPHNÉ GWENDOLYN MOIRA
RAM-PRAKRITI LAKSMI
WAN BUEN CHEONG-DARCY

ARTS SIDE

BABET-ANGÉLIQUE
CAUNHYE-RADHIKA DEVI
GUNGADIN-SHIVANGEE DEVI
JHAUMAL-DARSHA MEGHNA
LUCHMEE-SHIVNITA
MARION-SHANNIA EILEEN SONIA
MONASIE-MARIE DAPHNÉ GWENDOLINE
SOKKECHAND-FATIMAH NOORII RUSHANA

ECONOMICS SIDE

ALLY-AMBREEN BIBI HAAJRAH NAJEEBA
ASYRIGADOOR-SHRITA
BANYMANDHUB-VRNDAA DEVI
BEEHARRY-MISHNA
BHATOOLAUL-PHARISHMA TOUSHTEE
BHINDA-SHRUTI
BHOOJEDHUR-BIPASHA
BRIMOHUN-AISHWINI
CHAMILALL-SHANIA
CONHYE-DOOISHKA DEVI
COULON-BRITNEY MYLENA
DAMO NAIKO-HEMSHIKA
DEENMAHOMED-TANIA
DOOKHOO-TANISHITHA
EBRAHIM ESSA-NAWAAL ESSA EBRABHIM
FOOLLEE-CHITVANSHI
GEEANEE-RUHI

SCIENCE SIDE

ABACOUSNAC-CHARVEE CHANALAKSHMIBYE
ALIPHON-MACAQUE-AVA JADE RUTH
AUCHARAZ-VAIBHAVEE
BALLOO-HOSHIKA SEN
BALLOO-MEGHNA
BHAUGEEURTAY-VIDUSHI ISHA
BISSESSUR: MANSHIKA CHARVI
BONNE: REBEKAH HEDVA IVANA
BOODEEA: BEEBEE ZAFIRAH
BUCKTOWAR: VIDUSHI DEVI
BUDDHOO: OJASVI
BUTAN: DEEPSHIKA
COOLALL: VRISHA
COONJAN: MANASVI
DABEEA: RICA MAHIMA DEVI
DHAWKA: DOOSHITA
DHUNNOO: SHANVI
FOROD: THIRSHTEE
GHURBARRUN: LUVEENA
GOKOOL: VIBHA VARMA
GOORDOYAL: TINASHA
GUCKHOOL: DARSHITA
GUJADHUR: KESHINEE
HALKHARI: MEGNA
HEMRAZ: KASHNA
HOSANEE: NEELAKSHA
HOSANY: BIBI SHAZIAH MOUBINAH
HURREE: HIYABYE
JEEWTODY: TAHEEN ZAYNAB
JEETUN: BIBI UROSHA FAWZIA
JHUGROO: BIPASHA
JHURREE: MANASVI VANSHIKA
JOORY: NAVELI
KALLOO: TASHIKA
Kwen Chan Wai: BEVERLY GRACE DUNE
LATONA: BIBI SHABNEEZ
LAVIOLETTE: MARIE JULIE TATIANA AXELLE
LEUNG-PAH-HANG: MARIE OCÉANE FONG FONG
LI SAI NGO: LING FONG KATHERINE MEGAN
LI SIK: ZHANG LING
LITINGTUNG: EILEEN JADE
LO WAN SING: RACHEL MARY-ANN
LUCHMIAH: ELVINA URVASHI
LUCHUN: KHUSBOO
MAUNICK: CHITRA DEVI
MAUTBAR: KIRTIDA RADHA
MOHAMUDALLY: MADEEHAH
MOHEEPUT: THEJASVI
MOORGHEN: SHREEENA PALLAVI
MOORGHEN: YUTIKA LAKSHMI
NOORDINE: LÉA AMÉLIE
NUSEEB: BIBI JUWAIRIYYAH ASHRAFI
PADARUTH: DEESHAA
PRAYAG: BHAYA
PYNDIATH: TANYA PRIYANKA
RAMDENEE: GHANPRIYA
RAMJAUN: KUDHSEEABEE ZYAH FATIMAH
RAMKARAN: CHOHNISHTA BOODHOO
RAMSUR: LUCKSHANA
RAMSURUN: MITRAVINDA DASI
RAMUDU: JAYA SOLENE KARISHMA
RASHPASSING: GEERISHA
ROSUNE: VAINAVI
SALEHMOHAMED: ATIFAH ASGAR
SEEWOOGOOLAM: NEETI DEVI
SOBRUN: GANDHARVIRANI
SOBRUN: TESHKA
SOOBREYEN: POUVANESHWARI
SOORIAH: KRISHHEEN SHESNA
SUBRAMANIEN: JOVANNAH
SUHOOOORAH: BIBI AAMIRAH
SUMOREEH: NANDIKA
TOOCARAM: TRISHA
TOOLOOA: MANISHAA RANI
UNMAR: DARSHANA ARSHIKA
VYTHILINGUM: RUCCHI KUSHMITA
WAHIDNA: SALVI FATIMAH
WOODHOO: RHEA NERMINA DEVI

TECHNICAL SIDE

GANGARAM: BHAVISHTEE
GOWRYDOSS: DIVYA RANI
HAWABHAY: HEINA LAXMI
KHODAEEEN: NUZIHAT TASNEEM
SUNTOO: NÉRY ALICIA
WONG SHIU LEUNG: TRACY ANN

RABINDRANATH TAGORE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE

BOODHRAM: SIMRAN NEHA
BUNDHOO: TIKSHANAA
HURRY: LOKEISHNA
JAGOO: CHESNA
RAMJEETUN: OJASVIDEVI
SOOKUN: HANSHINI
VYTHELINGUM: TEVACKEE PILLAY

ECONOMICS SIDE

BAWOL: DHANSHIKASING
BISSOON: RACHANA
CHAMOO: DHANIKI
CHINASAMY: SARASPADEE
DABEEA: KESHINEE
EMANDEE: BIBI FATIMA ZOHRA
INDERJEET: YOJITA DEVI
INDERJEET: YOSHA DEVI
JOGGESSER: MANAASVEE
KEENO: TUSHEEKA

RABINDRANATH TAGORE SECONDARY SCHOOL

TECHNICAL SIDE

GANGARAM: BHAVISHTEE
GOWRYDOSS: DIVYA RANI
HAWABHAY: HEINA LAXMI
KHODAEEEN: NUZIHAT TASNEEM
SUNTOO: NÉRY ALICIA
WONG SHIU LEUNG: TRACY ANN

RABINDRANATH TAGORE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE

BOODHRAM: SIMRAN NEHA
BUNDHOO: TIKSHANAA
HURRY: LOKEISHNA
JAGOO: CHESNA
RAMJEETUN: OJASVIDEVI
SOOKUN: HANSHINI
VYTHELINGUM: TEVACKEE PILLAY

ECONOMICS SIDE

BAWOL: DHANSHIKASING
BISSOON: RACHANA
CHAMOO: DHANIKI
CHINASAMY: SARASPADEE
DABEEA: KESHINEE
EMANDEE: BIBI FATIMA ZOHRA
INDERJEET: YOJITA DEVI
INDERJEET: YOSHA DEVI
JOGGESSER: MANAASVEE
KEENO: TUSHEEKA
DROOPNATH RAMPHUL STATE COLLEGE

SCIENCE SIDE
BHUGOWANDEEN: BHAVINI
CONJOBEEHARRY: RITISHA
GOPEEGADOO: AMISHA
GUNESS: CHALEENA
JAUHAN: BIBI HALIMAH SAADIYAH
LOLLJEE: MARY KELLY SELENA
MUNGUR: SANJANA
RAMCHURN: BASNAVEE
SOOKEERA: RADHIKA
VALAYDON: KALAIYANEE URVASHI

ARTS SIDE
BIJOU: MARIA JULINA WENDELINE EMY
MOOKITH: HAAJIRAH ZAKIYYAH
MUNISAMY: KUZHALI
NOORALLY: NAZEEMAH

ECONOMICS SIDE
AOJOODAH: MEETUSHA
ALLADEEN: AISHAH UMME SAADIYAH
AUMEERUN: YAJESHI
BACHOO: RUCHITA
BAHADOOR: PARNASHRI
BEEDASY: KEISHA
BEEHARRY: BIBI MAZINAH
BHUNJUN: ADITI
BIEFUN: RUCHITA
BOODHRAM: REEYA
BOWANEE SOOKUN: KESHEEKA
BOOYAH: VIDUSHI
BUCKTAWAR: PARTHI DEVI
BUKREEDAN: LUBNAH FAATIMAH
CHAYTOO: TEJAL
CHUKUN: LUCKSHNA DEVI
CHUNG YEE: VICTORIA JADE
DEWEE: PRARTHNA
DHANSA: SHREESTI
DOOYEAA: LUXMI
DUNNOOKCHAND: GIRISHA
DUSSOYE: YUVASHI
FONG SHING: AMY
GOBURDHAL: THRISHA
GOLAMHOSEN: BIBI SHABNEEZ
GOPAUL: KHUSHIKA
GREEDHAREE: RINISHA
HOSSEN: BIBI SUHAYLAH AAISHAHBEE
HOSSENNY: BIBI RUWAIDA

IMRIT: ZAYNAB BIBI SUMAYYAH
JHEELAN: DARSHINI
JHOOOMAH: SHRISTI CHANDRAMASI
JHUGROO: SUPRIYA
JHURREE: DUSHALI
JOGGESSUR: GODAVRI
JOKOO: NAZIHAH
JOOTOO: PARISHTI
JORY: BHOOMESHWAREE
JULEE: SHEREEKA
KANDHAYASINGH: DEVYA
KAUDEER: FATIMAH AALIAH
KAURIMBOCUS: BIBI ZAFIIRAH
LI CHIT KHIM: KRISTEN MELANIE
MASILAMANI: POOVANAA M TAASHA
MOODELLY: KOVANAM
NABEEBUX: BIBI RUSHDA
NARRAINEPAH: PALLAVEE
NARRAINEWAL: MOKSHAN
NEELADOO: VIRGIEE KEYSIE
NOORMAMODE: BIBI RA'EESAH NISHA-AT
PANCHOO: RUMAYSHA
POOLOO: UMME SANNIA
PUNCHU: OSHEEKA
PURMESSUR: KIRTI
RADHA: ANNU LEKISHA
RAGOOMUNDUN: KREEETIKA
RAMASAMY: SOOMESHWARI DAVINA
RAMBURUTH: SNEHA
RAMDEWAR: LUVNA DEVI
RAMKURRUN: MAITHILI ISHA
RAMLUGUN: CHANDNEE
RAMPHALL: SUHASNI
RAMESRUN: SUHASHNI
RUSSOOL: BIBI AALIYAH
SADAFUL: YASHNA DEVI
SAIRALL: BIBI OUMERAH
SEESURN: GARISHA DEVI
SHAMLOLL: YOGESHWAREE
SHEIK MANOGA: BIBI JIHANE
SIMMENTO: KOMAL
SOOKDAOOOR: DIVYA
SOOKDEAL: KESHEEKA
SOOKORRY: TRIYA
SOONDUR: HANSNA
SORTHEAPAH: VENISHA
SOYFOO: ZAHRAA FATIMAH
SUFFEE: BIBI AMINA SAADIYAH
SUFFEE: SAAMIYAH
SUMODHEE: NUSHREESHA
TAHALOOA: SOOHASINEE VIDYA LAXMI
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCIENCE SIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOOREEA:LEYA AIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSI:NESHNA MAHIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UJOODHA:SAKHEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCHOYBUR:TEJASWINEE DEVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTAR:MANAVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHAGEERUTTY:CHITRANVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHEKHAREE: DARSHIKHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHOJOO:PRIYANKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOODOO: ANIISAH HIBAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUNDHOO: SIMRITI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHETTY: VEERALAXSHMI OOMADEVI SAMINADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERRIAH:POOCHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FÉLICITÉ:MARIE EUGÉNIE LORIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOKEERA:AMISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDERJEET: LAVISHKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOOMUN:BIBI SUMAIYAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LALMAHOMED: SHAHANA ITOOLAKHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEELREEA: YESWARNIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCHOOS:ANUSHREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCHUN:SISHTEE DEVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTCHMEEA: MALISHA DEVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALAREE:MELISSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUTHOOR: SHRISHTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASEEVEN:BIBI AISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOYAN:ANEESHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUNDLALL:YASHVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POOROOYE:RUCHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGOOMUNDUN:HASNA NAVISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMDHEAN:NAINISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMDIN:SHIKHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUGHONAUTH: LAKSHMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEEBORUTH:DEESHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEIK MUSKEEN:ZAYNAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMAROOA:SANYUKTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOOKMOULLA:GOPALI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUKY: LAKSHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERLOPPE: MARIE JULIA MEILI CHERYL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YENKETERAMDOO: HARSITA DEVI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARTS SIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOODHUN: GATHIKA GARIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOLKAH:PRITISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUNDHOO: HARSHTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOAAH: LOVISHA YASHWI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DABY: JANHAVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETWAREE: ANISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANGA: BIBI AALIYAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALKHAREE: VILASHINEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEJONGARD: MARINE CORALIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHADDEE: KRISHTEE NEELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBUNBODH-MOHUN:ISHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMESSUR IMRIT: BHAVYASHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOPUN: HARSANI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHADUTH: UMMAY KAWTHAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVA: OCÉANE ESTELLE CHLOÉ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECONOMICS SIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BABAJEE: KENISHTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAICHOO: MEDHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANGALLY: PREETEESHAKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.. BOODALOO:DIYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEEGODHUR: RAGESHWAREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEESOON: RUSHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHUROSAH: KESHMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHURTUN: CHRISTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAHOOLESSUR: MITHISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALLYCHURN: NAVYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANG KA: JOHANNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHELLAYA: ANÆLLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAHARI: RAKSHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEOL: SOHINI KAUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHALAPAH: TANYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHONDEA: BHAVIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOOKHEE: AZZA RUHIYYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUNNERAM: JINISHITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUNNOO: YUDISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARI: BHAARGAVEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAMBACCUS: SHAÏSTAH LIYAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDER: LOUBNA HESSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JALIM: MANUSHA LAXMI RAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JANOO: SUHASNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JARIA: ILINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAUULIM: AZEEMAH BIBI LUNNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEETOOR: UMMÉ ZAHRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHOOLLUN: DOUSHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LECKRAZ: YANUSHA DEVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOKHUN: MISHNA SHEMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUXIMON: MANISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDARY: AAISHAH BIBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANNICK: DEEPSHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUDHOO: GOONSHALI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUBHEEBUCUS: SHAMNAZ BIBI AALIYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMANJOLOO: MYTHLI KAJAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMCHURN: UDBHAVNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUGGOBUR: NIDHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANTUCK: ESHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOODHUN: MAARYYAH HAADYYAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOODHUN: NEEMA SANIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOOKRAZ: SOMYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEEMUL: OUME ZAINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR MAURICE CURE STATE COLLEGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOOREEA:LEYA AIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSI:NESHNA MAHIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UJOODHA:SAKHEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCHOYBUR:TEJASWINEE DEVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTAR:MANAVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHAGEERUTTY:CHITRANVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHEKHAREE: DARSHIKHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHOJOO:PRIYANKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOODOO: ANIISAH HIBAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUNDHOO: SIMRITI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHETTY: VEERALAXSHMI OOMADEVI SAMINADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERRIAH:POOCHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FÉLICITÉ:MARIE EUGÉNIE LORIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOKEERA:AMISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDERJEET: LAVISHKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOOMUN:BIBI SUMAIYAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LALMAHOMED: SHAHANA ITOOLAKHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEELREEA: YESWARNIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCHOOS:ANUSHREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCHUN:SISHTEE DEVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTCHMEEA: MALISHA DEVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALAREE:MELISSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUTHOOR: SHRISHTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASEEVEN:BIBI AISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOYAN:ANEESHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUNDLALL:YASHVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POOROOYE:RUCHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGOOMUNDUN:HASNA NAVISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMDHEAN:NAINISHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMDIN:SHIKHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUGHONAUTH: LAKSHMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEEBORUTH:DEESHIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEIK MUSKEEN:ZAYNAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMAROOA:SANYUKTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOOKMOULLA:GOPALI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUKY: LAKSHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERLOPPE: MARIE JULIA MEILI CHERYL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YENKETERAMDOO: HARSITA DEVI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCIENCE SIDE

ABDUL: BIBI ISRAA UMME-SANAA
ANMOL: KESHIKA
APADOO: SONALI
BALLOO: HONISHA SEN
BEEHARRY: RITCHA
BOODHOO: TASHIANA PASHMINA
CADER: BIBI MEHREEN YUSRA
DHUNY: UMMAY IRRUM
DUSSORUTH: TEJAL AKSHITA
EMAMBOKUS: HANNA SURAYA
ETIENNETTE: CLAIRE ELODIE
FRANCOISE: MARIE RACHEL BEATRICE
GAJADUR: TUSHTEE
GOOMANNEE: DARSHANA TEJAL
GOPAUL: GEERISHA
GUNGABISSOON: LAKSHA
HIN CHAN: ESTHER
JADDOO: ELMIRA
JAUNBOCUS: BIBI FAATIMAH WAJHAR
JEEBUN: DISHIKA
JEEWOOTH: POORVI
JHEENGOOR: AMEERAHZAHRAH
JOSEPH: MARIE ANASTASIA OLIVIA
JOTEE: CHAVISHKA
JUMAYETH: BIBI WASHIFA
KALLYCHURN: KESHIKA JAYESHA RAI
KARRI VEERANNA: RAMONA TILN
KHODADIN: TABASSUM BIBI SAARAH
LEUNG FOR SANG: BEVERLY ANN
LOBIN: MAANSI
MADHOW: HEMISHA
MAGHO: ZOHRA MALIKA
MANDARY: ASHWINEE
MORABY: ZAHRAH
MOUSSA: MEHEIABEEN BIBI NOOSAYHA
NATHOO: NIDHI
NEELOO: TANUSHREE
OJAGEER: IFFAT ARA
OREE: SHAHANAH BIBI AASIYAH
PABAROO: KEISHA
PANCHOO: YAJNA
PARSAD: KAREENA DISHTI
PIERRE: MARIE ORPHIE NADINE
PONISAMY: YOVNA
RAMNEORAH: NIDHI
RAMNIAL: SHIVANGI
RAMOTH: BIBI AZIMAH ZAINAB

RAMPERSAD: JAVEENA DEVI
RAMYE: NASHINI
REEMUL: UMME ZAINAB
SAMINATHEN: HEMISHA TAYMILA
SEEBAH: MESHNA
SEWTOHUL: POONEESHA LATA
SHIBDEEN: NIDHI
SOMOROWA: PREKSHAA
SOOKRAZ: SIMRAN
SOOKUR: DEVISHI
SREEKEESSOON: RATNALI SHWATI
SUNTOO: EVANIE CHANYA
THORUL: MEKHLA DEVI
THUMIAH: MANASWINI
TOM: MARIE LAETICIA MELISSA
UNMOLE: ROSITA

TECHNICAL SIDE

APPAVOO: CHRISTINA
BHEEKHARRY: ITESWAREE SOA

R SEENEEVASSEN STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE

MEETOO: MUSFIRAH BINTE FOWZEE
SILAR: SUHAYLAH BIBI SHEIK
SOYFOO: RUSHAA SAKINAH

ECONOMICS SIDE

KURREEMUN: BIBI NAJAAH KAWTHUR
LOUIS: ROSALIE MEGANE
RAWA: NAAASWIRA
RUJBALLY: MARIE CHRISTINA MAHYSHA

SCIENCE SIDE

FOK TIM: ELISA FOK WENG YI
ISMAIL: KAWTHAR
PURSAN: LINASINGH
RAMJAN: OUMMAY RUKSAAR

TECHNICAL SIDE

MUNGUR: AMIIRAH

SHARMA JUGDAMBI STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE

ARÉKION: MARIE EMILIE TATIANA

ECONOMICS SIDE

BEEPHA: YUVINA
BHOLAH: KHUSBOO
BHOOJHAWON: DARSHANA
HEERAH:SNEHA YAJNA
NEEROOA:REESHIKA
SK PEERMAHOMED:HUAMIRA
SUMRAH:DIKSHIKA

SCIENCE SIDE
ALLGKOO:KAMNA DEVI
ANTAYAH:RUSHIKA
BHEENICK:GITIKA
GOINDEN:VENILLA
LOBIN:ASHA
NAZIRKHAN:ANISSAH OUMERAH
SAWANUT:SHRISTEE DEVI
SOWOMBHUR:HEMISHIKA
SUFEHH:HAANA
SUNNASSEE:THAMESHINI TEYHA
TONTA:MARIE CAROLINE
TOONAH:BIBI ERTIZA
VEERANAH:KESHI

LADY SUSHI RAMGOOLAM STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
AMOORDAPIN:MARIE ANNE-LAURE RACHELLE
DHOOMUN:JANVI OUMA NIDDH

ECONOMICS SIDE
AULEEAR:BIBI NARGIS BANON
BEELONTALLY:BIBI NAELAH
BISSESSUR:SHIREEE
CHUNDOO:VEDITA DEVI
DOOLEEA:AYUSHI
DREPAUL:CHESHIKA
LECOQ:MARIE QUEENCY
MOORUT:AMISHA
MUNSARAM:REETIKA
OOZEERALL:MUSHIRAH BIBI RAKHIBAH
REGHO:BIBI HOUAIBAA
SEETANAH:YELENA
SEKENDER:HEMRAH KAWTHUR BINTE DILSHAD
SHEIK PENTOO:BIBI TANWEER
SHIBLOLL:DEEKSHA
YEMPERMAL:PALAVEE

RAJCOOMAR GUADHUR STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
RAMKISHORE:NANDIKA

ECONOMICS SIDE
ANGOTEEA:KRITIKA
AUMEERUN:NIDHI
BHOYRUB:GIRISHA
CAHOOLESSUR:CHESNA
CHOYTOOA:SHIVANEE
DOWLUT:URVASHI
DUYMUN:BIBI SHAZIA
JHURRY:BHAVNA
JODHEEA:MIHRA DEVI
KHADAROO:BIBI AISHA ALIA
KISTO:SUHASNEE DEVI
RAMAUTH:YOUKTI DEVI

SCIENCE SIDE
CAUNHYE:MEGHNA
MOTEEO:OORVASHI
SAHODEEA:SHARIFA YUHANEZ
UBHEERAM:DHRISTE

DUNPUTH LALLAH STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

SCIENCE SIDE
BHEECHOOK:DEEPISHIKA
BHKEA:MANJUSHABYE
BOODHUN:KIRTY
JANDOO:AALIHA BIBI ZAHRAH
KAURNOO:ZAHIRA FARHEEN
KODORUTH:AESHAA SHAHEEN BIBI
KOOTHBAULLY:BIBI NUZAIHA SHAHEEBA
MACHABEE:ANGEL MICHAELLA
MUDUN:DDOLAKASHA

GAETAN RAYNAL STATE COLLEGE

ARTS SIDE
BUNSOOGAWAHH:KHITIKA

ECONOMICS SIDE
BOWANY:YOSHIIKA
CALLEKAN:NOORUN-NISAA BIBI HAJJRAH
DUSYOY:UMME NUHAA
JHINGUT:BEEBEE ADILAH
JHUGROO:JAYATEE
KAJROLKAR:AKSHITA MAHENDRA
KARIMAN:MANDITA TILAKSHANA
KAUFID:AMEL IMAN
KHODABUX:BIBI FIRDAS
NAIDOO: YOVINA
NARRAINA: DURVASHI TWINKLE
SUMUN: SABEEHA FARHAT
TEELHAWOD: BIBI AYESHA MADEEHA

**SCIENCE SIDE**
ABDULLAKHAN: EIDA TASNEEM FATIMA
ABDUL: UMME-AALIYAH
ANADACHEE: ARASI PEARIA
AUHAMMAD: NUZHA BIBI ZAYNAB
BABAEE: KRISHKA
BANSOODEB: NEHA
BHORRA: AARYA
BURUTH: LAKSHANAH
CHAN KWONG LUN: KAREN KIM NIET
CUNEAPEN: YASHINI
DOOKHAN: JAIMEERA
DOSTMOHAMED: BIBI HUMERA
ELEONORE: MARIE-LUDIVINE JACQUELINE CHARLÈNE
FATEHMAMODE: FADEELAH BIBI
KPOOLASH: MEENAKSHI
LIYANAGE: YENELA YASHASWINI
LUCHMANAN: SHANNEN
NAVIEE: EASHANI
NENOOOTH: PREKSHA VRISHTI
PANDEY: ANGKITA
PECHEUR: VALERIE ESTHER
PEERBACCASSE: BIBI ZAYNA
RAGAVAN: BHUWANESHWAREE
RAMALINGUM: SOUBALAKSHMI
RAMEAD: POUHALI TULSI
RAMROOP: LEKHA
REEBYE: KESHEE
SEERAUJ: LAVINYA
SUBBA REDDI: BELLUCIA HISHIKA
SUMSER: YUSRA BEEBEE MARIAM
VEERAPPA: JESNYN DHARSHINY
VEEREN: POOMANGALAI
YETEN: KAVERI POOVANUM

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
GOPAUL: KAREENA
KODAI: GESHNA SHANIA
PARMANUM: DASHINEE MADEE

**SWAMI SIVANANDA STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**
**ARTS SIDE**
ABDOOL CARRIM: SUHAYLAAH

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
MOOTOOSAWMY: KALEYVANI

**FRANCE BOYER DE LA GIRODAY STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**
**ARTS SIDE**
N. APPADU: VIDOUSHI DEVI
RAMGURRIB: KRISHEETA RYA
RAMKHELAWON: BHAYVA RIDDHI
RUGGOO: AKHSHITA
SOMAUROO: MEHREEN DEELUN

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
BAHADOOR: DHANEESHA DEVI
BHHOWANEEDIN: PADMALAKSMI PALLAVI
DHALIVADOO: MANSI
GHOORA: CHEHTHA
GHOORAH: PRISHA UPASANA DEVI
GOKOOL: DIPASHA
GOWREA: POOJA
HASSEEA: SIMITABYE
HOOSENE: SHAYNA AALIYAH
JAUNOO: SHAHNAZ NORKELA
KAUDUR: NOORUL AYNEE ISSFAADYAH
LABADIE: MARIE SOLÈNE ALISSON
LIMBELA: HEMISHA
NEWAJ: PEEYUSH
VYAPOORE: YORNA

**SCIENCE SIDE**
AZEER: MUSHIRAH BINT MUNIR
BEADASSY: ARCHANA
BENNY: RICHAA
BHOBEECHUN: KETIKA
BODHY: BIBI KAAMEELA
BUTCHANAH: REEYA SANYUKTA
DOOKHEE: MOHEESHKAA
GAJUEE: BIBI SOUMAYYAH
GUNGAH: MEDHINI
GUNNASYA: DIVYA
HURDIN: GRITISHA
JAGUTPAL: SUHASHNEE
JEETO: POOJASINGH
KEDOO: BIBI FAHEEMAH
MALHOTRA: DEEKSHA
MONVOISIN: MARIA VICTORIA DAVIDOVNA
NAZEERALLY: ZAINAB BIBI KHATIJA
RAMASAWMY: SHANIA
RAMESSUR: TRISHINEE
**TECHNICAL SIDE**

RAMGUTTY: GOONSHIKHA

MATOO: NANDITA

PEERBACCUS: BIBI HIBAH

**J M FRANK RICHARD STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**ARTS SIDE**

LEGALLANT: MARIE ANNE GAËLLE

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

SUMMOOGUM: DEVINA

**COLLEGE BON ET PERPETUEL SECOURS**

**ARTS SIDE**

CHERUBIN: ANNE MÉGANE CHLOÉ

**SCIENCE SIDE**

KHODABOCUS: OUMME SALMA ALIYAH

LAW LAM: MARIE LORIE

MUDALY: BHARANI

**HINDU GIRLS’ COLLEGE**

**ARTS SIDE**

DUKHI: ROOCHIKA

RAMPHUL: REEVASHNASINGH

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

BOODHOO: NANDIKA

BOOLAKY: JAYESHA

BORTHOSOW: AKANGSHA

CHUTTOOR: SHRISTI

DOOLUB: NAMITA

FAGOO: SMRITI

GOPAL: GOROCHANA

HASOWA: DEEPASHA

JANKEEPSAND: TWESHA SINGH

MOOROOGIAH: DULSINI

PEM: VIDEESHEE

POONT: DHISHA

RAMDIN: CHITRITA

RAMKISSOONAH: ADHITHI

RAMSAHAYE: VAISNAVI DEVI

RUHEE: DIPSHIKHA

SEETOUL: VEENANTIKHA

SEEWOOLALL: DRVYAA

SEVANANDEE: YOVANIE

SHIOULOCHUN: KESHKA

TEELUCK: DRONA SEJAL

VENKATASAMI: SAASHNA

**SCIENCE SIDE**

APPADOO: BAVISHNA

DWARZEE: SIMRAN DURGA

FAUZEE: BIBI SANYA HEENAH

HOSENBOCUS: BIBI SAMEEYA BANO

JAHUL: PRABHA

KAMUDU: SHANIA

KHURUG: VAISHNAVEE JAANVEE

LALLCHAND: MUMTA

MAUDHOO: LIPSHITA

NARAYEN: MANSHIKA

RAMSURN: RAKSHITA

SHIBDOYAL: VAIDEHI

SOOKRAM: UDHAVI

SOOKRAM: UDITI

VENCANAH: SEEJUL

**TECHNICAL SIDE**

MOHABAND: GEETIKA

**PROF BASDEO BISSOONDOYAL COLLEGE (GIRLS)**

**SCIENCE SIDE**

JEETAH-ALI: ANIKA

**LONDON COLLEGE**

**SCIENCE SIDE**

VEERAMAH: VILASHA

**LORETO COLLEGE CUREPIPE**

**ARTS SIDE**

AUKLOO: BIBI MADIHHAH ZAÎNAB

MAUREL: LUDIVINE MARIE DESIRÉE

VARADEN: PRISCA RIYANA

WILLIAMS: TERSHIAH MARIE RAENELLE

**ECONOMICS SIDE**

IP PING WAH: ELODIE TANIA

NARROO: LAKSHANABYE

**SCIENCE SIDE**

BHUGALOO: SAALIHHAH NUZHAIH

BISSOONAUTH: SAKSHI

HELÈNE: SHANIA NADIA

IYALOO: EMILIE MARITZA

JOYRAM: NEELAKSHI

KHAN: MEHAK

NURSINGEN: MAYDILEE
TECHNICAL SIDE

LORETO COLLEGE PORT LOUIS

ARTS SIDE
CHETTIAR:SELVINA RAMALINGUM
RAMMA:MARIE NATANAËLLE ELYSIA

ECONOMICS SIDE
CATHERY:ANGIE
CHUMMON:HANIA
CHUNG NYAN HING:MARIE LORIE YUK MING
DINALLY:BIBI HAFSA
HOSANY:AALIAH BIBI SUMAIYAH
KHEDNAH:KEERAN
LOUISE:MARIE LAETITIA MELANIE
PEERBOCCUS:HUMAÏRAH BIBI NI-SHAAT
SHAIK HUSSAIN:AÎSABIE SHAHEENA
TALARY:LEA DELPHINE

SCIENCE SIDE
POOLOO:NAWSHABA BIBI
SHEIK HAYAT:ASLIYAH AINI

LORETO COLLEGE QUATRE BORNES

ARTS SIDE
JOLICOEUR:TANYA
LAFLÈCHE:MARIE TESSA ANN-SOPHIE
LOTUN:BIBI ALIYAH SIDDIQAH
MOORJEE:MARIE RACHEL AURELIE ANASTASIA
PURGAUS:VIDOUSHI
SEERUTTUN:MOKSHADA

ECONOMICS SIDE
BHANTOO:MEDHA
BUCKTOWAR:ISHA ADITI
DAHARI:KUSHI DIKSHA
DELIOR:BIBI SADI
HIGGINS:MARIE GABRIELLA JUNE SUZETTE
JAHALY-CHEHISTA
LEE MO LIN:MAÈVA JADE YIN CHU
LUCHOOMUN:AKANSHA VANSHIKA
MARDAY:IVANTIKA SELVINA
NANDLAL:DHIYANTIKA
POYROO:GHENNAH

SCIENCE SIDE
SADIEN:ANNE SARAH
SOKEECHAND:FATIMAH BIBI SAANYA

SCIENCE SIDE
AUCHOYBUR:TONISHITA SNEHA
BALGOBIN:NILAKSHEE
BHEKHA:BIBI SHAHISTA FIZA
BIBI:MARIE FLORISSE LEATICIA
CHAN HONG LONG:CAMILLE
CHOOROMONEY:ADITI
DOOBAREE:PHANIPRIYA SHWENI
DUVERGÉ:YAËL MICHELLE ANAÏS
ISSIMDAR:BIBI SANIYA ANJUM
KASSEEAN:VISHESHTA
LINGIAH:RUSHITA
MEETO:ANYA
MODELEY:STACY KARENINA
MUSTAFA:BIBI ZABINE KHAN
NISTAR:KESHINI GAYATRI
PARIKOT:MARIE ANAÏS ANGELIQUE
RUGBEER:MARIE GAËLLE DÉSIRÉE
RUGHOO:KALPANA
TILLOO:RITSHA
WAN CHUN WAH:CHELSEA GILLETTE

TECHNICAL SIDE
NULLACOOTTEE:MARIE ALEXANDRA NELLY

LORETO COLLEGE ROSE HILL

ARTS SIDE
AZÉMIA:MARIE ANAÏS GAËLLE
GAIQUE:AURORA BRIDGET MARIA
JOWAHEER:QANITA TAHIRA
LEBON:MARIE CÉLIANE AËLA
PAVADAY:ZOË MÉGANE
SEEBRUNAH:MARIE EVA AUROR CHLOÉ

ECONOMICS SIDE
COOLANADEN:KALEENA
THEROOVANGADAN:KINBERLEY ELOÏSE SARAH JANE
TOORBUTH:BIBI ZAKIYYAH

SCIENCE SIDE
BABAJEE:MARIE EMILIE JULIE
CHU PUI CHAN:SHANIA SIOW MIN
EASTON:LISA GRACE
HAN MULTAMIE CORALIE
RAMUTH:NIDHI LAKSHMI NANDITA
ROUSSETY:ANIA MARIA
SAM:MARY JOY OCEANNE
SAMODEE:ROOKAIYYAH BIBI
LORETO COLLEGE SAINT PIERRE

SCIENCE SIDE
GOVINDAH:MYLENA BEATRICE
KAUDEER:BIBI SHERANAAZ
RAMESSUR:VAISHALI

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE

ARTS SIDE
ECLAIR:MARIE AURELIE

RODRIGUES COLLEGE

ARTS SIDE
GENAVE:ANNICKA MARIE KELSEY
MEUNIER:MÉGANE
SAMOISY:EMELINE ANNE DELPHINE
SAMOISY:MARIE AMELIA
SPEVILLE:CARRIE-ANNE CARMELIE

ECONOMICS SIDE
CLAIR:LUMIA DEMARAIS ANNE
CUPIDON:MARIE VALENCIA ERNESTINE
EMILien:MARIE AIMÉE LARISSA
GENTIL:DESIRÉE ANNE-LAURE
NEMOURS:MARIE AUDRIANA MÉGANE

SCIENCE SIDE
CUPIDON:ANNE GERTRUDE
ESPIEGLE:MARIE ANNE VIRGNE
GASPARD:ANÂELLE
GENAVE:MARIE JUSTELLE
LIM KIN:ANNE SHANONE CHLOÉ
PEERMAMODE:AURE NEISHA
REMY:MARY STACY
SPEVILLE:ANNE KAILIE ELLAURA

G M D ATCHIA STATE COLLEGE

ARTS SIDE
JOOTUN:ASHA DEVI
SUTTROODASS:SHKAA
YENKIAH:DARSANI LUTCHMEE

ECONOMICS SIDE
ABACOUSNA:SMRITIBHYE
ABADOO:ZAFIRA
ABDOOL SATAR:SHALEENA

ALLUM SAID:RUQAYYAH BIBI SUMAYYAH
AUZIM:HABEEBAH MUSKAAN
BABAJEE:SUTIKSHA
BABBEE:DEEVYANSHI
BJLOH:VEGNA
CADER SAİB:ZAHRA SUHAYLAA
CHOWA:HESHIKA DEVI
CHULAN:NAVISHTHI
DILLOO:FASHEEMA
FOWDAR:PALLAVEE
GOLAP:DEEPIKA
IMAM:SOIFIYYAH
JACKARIA ESSACK:SANIA
JAUDEE:BIBI MUNIRAH SIDDIAQAH
KISSOON PERSAD:AISHRAMA
LAU KWET SIN:JULIA LISA
LO PIK CHUNG:ELODIE CHOUYE YIN
LO WING KWA:KIMBERLEY LUCY
ORTOO:LUVISHKA
RAMKHALAWON:SHAMIK
SAHABALLY:HAHNNA BIBI AZEEMAH
SAVTA:MARIE LAURIE ALICIA
SANASSY:DJARINA
SEENEEVASSEN:VANISHA PILLAY
SEERAM:GESHNA DEVI
URJOON:KARUNANIDHI

SCIENCE SIDE
AJUṬTALLY:BIBI RABIYA NAFSHEEN
AUJAYEB:AMIIRAH BINT
AZUGUR HOSSEN:BIBI FARHAANAH
BHOOJHOWON:VANSHITA DEVI
BHUNJUN:DIPSHIKA
CASSIM:SHIK SITAARAH BIBI
CHOOAH:VANSHIKA
CHUNG PIN YONG:EMILY JAYNE
DAWLUT:AALIYAH BIBI
DIGUMBER:SORISHI
GOODARY:ISHA
JOGEREA:SHAANDEE
KURTAH:GEETIKA
LUCHMUN:PALAVI
MAHGO:MARYAM AYESHA FARHAANAH
MARIE-LOUISE:BÉNÉDICTE ANNE-LAURE
MEEA:YUSRAA BIBI
PATEL:YUSRA
RUMJAN:SABAH MUNNAKH
SEECKUN:KENKA DEVI
TAUCKOOR:RAISHITA LUTCHMEE

TECHNICAL SIDE
NOYAN:TEESHA
SUNDOO: BIBI SHAJEEAH

RIVIERE DES ANGUILES STATE COLLEGE
SCIENCE SIDE
SARATHEE: WOOMAY SUMAIYAH

A H GOOLAM MAHOMED ISSAC STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL
ARTS SIDE
PURGAS: MARIE JULIA

ECONOMICS SIDE
ELLAHEBOKUS: TEHSEEN BINT
EMANDY: MADIIIHAA
RAFFAUT: MARIE PASCALINE

SIMADREE VIRAHSAWMY STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL
ARTS SIDE
THANJAPPEN: NIRUMALAI

ECONOMICS SIDE
ALLIBACUS: BIBI NUSRAT

QUATRE BORNES STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL
ECONOMICS SIDE
RAJCOOMAR: ISHIKA
SEWDEEN: MAHIMA

SCIENCE SIDE
BUNDHOO: CHITRAH DEVI
OWASIL: ZAKIYYAH BIBI

TECHNICAL SIDE
DUSOYE: KARSHANA JESHINI DEVI

MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL NOUVELLE FRANCE
ARTS SIDE
BHUNOOA: YOGEETA

EBENE STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL (GIRLS)
ARTS SIDE
BHOYROO: PRISHIKA ADHIRA

ECONOMICS SIDE
BHAWANEEDIN: SOUHASHI
BHUNDOO: HOORVASHI

CAVAREE: ABIGAIL
CORRET: MARIE TATIANA EVODIE
CUTTIAN: AURELIE MELISSA
HEERAA: VEDESHWAREE
JAMALKHAN: FAATWIMAH SAFEENA
JOOSUB: FATIMAH
JOOSUB: SHALINAH FARHABYE
KURMALLY: FARHANA BIBI TWAIHRAH
LAM KWOH HING: MELISSA KIM MOY
LI CHOI NAM: CHLOE CHIU LEEAN
MEURIER: MARIE SOPHIE CAROLINE
MOONIEN: SENUSHA DEVI
MUNGUR: PECHALI DEVI
NUCKCHED: SUHANAH SHAFAA
PERCY: MARIE ANDREA SHAHAA
RAMRUTTUN: POONAM
ROUGEOT: MARIE VIRGINIE
SANDANUN: NAOMIE TASIANA
SOODEEN: RANIA ABDool HAMID
TAUKOORCHAND: BHIRESHA DEVI
THANDAN: MEGAVATHI

SCIENCE SIDE
ANNAMALA: REISHALUXMI TANIYAH
AREKION: MARIE TANIA SOPHIE
DOWLUL: VILASHINEE DEVI
JEAN LOUIS: MARIE MEGANE CLARISSA
KEETARUT: DEEPTI
KOOSAHUR: SANJANA RISHTECKA
KOWLESSUR: HRITIKA CHOOISHINI
KUNGALI: MAMTA
LOKHAN: ANSHIKA
MAHAMOODALLY: ALIAH HASSANAH
MOOKHRAM: YOUVNA
NG YIN HING: AURELIE MEI YIN
NUCKCHADY: LEIYA RUBINA
RAMROOCH: HIMA
ROSE: MARIE KIARA ESTELLE
SUBRATTY: NAAILAH BIBI
TIN WAN YUEN: SARAH JANE MEILYNE

TECHNICAL SIDE
CALLOO: CHELSIE CAMILLA
HOW SOK HING: EMELYNE
MEEROA: NOOZAIFAH BIBI ARFA

MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL FLACQ
ARTS SIDE
GOOPYNAUTH: HANSHIKA
NADAIR: BIBI SOOMEEYA
RAMJEET: VIDUSHI
RAMPUL: SHAKSHI
RAWOO: SOUCHITRA PRITHISHA

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
BAUNGALLY: MOKSHITA
DABOO: KIRTEE
JOTAH: VISHIKA
MOHUN: TARISHMA RANI MANSI
NASTILLI: ASHWINI
NUJOO: ISFADIAH YUSHLA AFŞHEEN
VIRASAM: DESHINEE

**SCIENCE SIDE**
GUTTY: KAMINI
IMANBUX: SANYA
JUGMOHUN: TRISHA
KOWLESSUR: MAMTAH-SHÁH
LOWTUN: GAURI HANSHIKA AISHWARYA
NASTILLI: SONALI
RAMPULL: PURNEEMA

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
BUCHA: MEDHA
CHINIAH: MAHIMA
JUNGLEE: AYUSHYA DEVI

**MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL MOKA**

**ARTS SIDE**
APPADOO: AAISHA SHEA SATVIKA
DWARKA: ISHNEHA
MAURIMOOTO: ISEYELVAANI
PERMALLOO: PARAMESHWARREE

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
CONHYEA: ISHTA RANI
FAIKOO: DISHEETA
HEEROOA: ROODRANEE
RAMCHUNDER: KORINA SAHI

**SCIENCE SIDE**
DHONDEA: HEMISHKA
GOOKOOLUK: DIVISHA
LALLBEHARRY: GIRISHA
MUDHOO: VASISHTHI

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
NEETHALEEA: URMIDHEE SHRUTHEE NIDHEE
SOHABUL: TEJAL
VENKATASAM: JAANAVI

**SODNAC STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL**

**ARTS SIDE**
JOYGOPAUL: SAVARNA DEVI
TAJOO: HOUMDAH
VENCATASAWEY: DOCHINAH

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
BOONEEADY: CHAYA SINGH
DODLA-BHEMAH: RUKMINI
EDOO: NABBIHAH BIBI ZAYNAB
ETWAH: PRISTYNA TANIA
GOOMANNEE: SANDIANA TASHALI
NUDLLOL: BIBI MAAHIRA
NUZEEBUN: BIBI UMME AAISHAH
PALLUT: YOSHNA RAI
RAMNATH: PRESHEETI
TAUKOORDASS: KIRTI VARSHINI
VENCATACHELLUM: MARIE CELINA NELLY

**SCIENCE SIDE**
BHGIRUTTY: NERUSHI
BHAGWANT: PRISHNEE
DOWLUT: UMME ZAKIAH
GOPEE: PARIKSHA
GOWRESUNKER: ISHA
GOWRESUNKUR: PUIJTA
MAHADEO: SIMRAN
RAMLOLL: ROOSHIKA
SABAPATHEE: KAISHINI

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
MAINS: GESHNA RHEEA

**MODERN COLLEGE**

**ARTS SIDE**
PAUPIAH: ASHIKA
POONYE: DORESHA
SEEVALL: POOJA

**ECONOMICS SIDE**
VEERASAMY: PRIYA DARSHANI

**SCIENCE SIDE**
AUJAYEB: PALLAVI
BISSESSUR: KRITIKA
JUGGESSUR: SANJANA
PURYAG: SWARNAPRABHA
TEZOO: POONITA REEMA

**TECHNICAL SIDE**
KOOTOOBALLY: BIBI AAFIYAH TAYSIR
NEW EDUCATIONAL COLLEGE

ECONOMICS SIDE
LABONNE: MARIE LARISSA RACHEL
SUNDHOO: SANJANA

BELLE ROSE STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
CATHERINE: ASHNA SCHEMIDA
SATROOGHAN: MILLY

ECONOMICS SIDE
HUBERT: AURELIE
RAMPHUL: DEEPEEKA DHANA LUTCHMEE
SOOKNA: SHANISHTA

SCIENCE SIDE
RADHO: YUGHISTA
SIVRAM: VICSJA

DOHA SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
GHOORUN: HUSNAA
MULONG: AFSEEN FARAH
PEERBOCUS: MARYAM NOUHA
ROMJON: RUBEYDA NOOR IMAANE
SOODHOO: TASNEM BIBI

ECONOMICS SIDE
AMIRALK: BEGUM NOUZHA
DIAMOUN: MOUSHEERAH BIBI
JAMIATH: BIBI YASHIRA
PARAOUTY: UMME-HAANEE
SOOKLALL: BIBI SADIYYAH BINT NASSER

SCIENCE SIDE
ATCHIA: NUZAH
AUBDOOLLAH: ZOEYA BIBI FATEMAH
BHUGUN: BIBI FATIMAH ASIYA
BUCKUS: AMIIRAH SUMAYYAH
CHOWTTH: BUSHRAA BINT ABI LAYLAA
ISSIMDAAR: IQRAH AALIA
JUMMUN: HANNA
KHODABUX: BIBI IIHAM NAFISAH ZAKIYAH
SHUMSHOODEEN: NUHAA BINTÉ NOOR-E-AZAM

TECHNICAL SIDE
NANA: ZAINAB HASHIM
YOUUSIF: NOUSAYHA

INST OF ISLAMIC & SECULAR STUDIES (V DES PRETRES)

ARTS SIDE
FATEHMAMODE: SAAAMAH BIBI
GOULAMGHOS: MUNEEREAH

COLLEGE STE MARIE

ECONOMICS SIDE
VEERASAWMY: VARSHINEE

SCIENCE SIDE
SILVIO: MÉLODIE MARIE-SOPHIE ISABELLE

ISLAMIC CULTURAL COLLEGE VDP

ECONOMICS SIDE
JAUFFURALLY: ZAYNAB BINTE YUSUF
KANOWAH: SHIFA FATWIMAH

SCIENCE SIDE
MAHAMOODALLY: MADIHAH SAHEBAH

MAHATMA GANDHI SECONDARY SCHOOL

SOLFERINO

ARTS SIDE
BUCKTAWUTSING: NINISHTA DEVI
MUSAI: KASIIKA

ECONOMICS SIDE
AREKION: MARINA LUDMILLA
BISSOO: NISHTHA LAKSMEE
BOOKUN: PHAREENA
CHELLAPERMAL: AKSHANA

SCIENCE SIDE
CONHYE: YATEESHREE
DHOOKEEYA: ANOUSHKA

SEEEWA BAPPOO STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ARTS SIDE
BACHOO: TOSHIKA

ECONOMICS SIDE
CLOVIS: MELLE MARIE CHRISTELLIE
MOHAMED: ZAHRRA JEHAN MARYAM

ANANIAS ANDRÉ LE CHOU COLLEGE

ARTS SIDE
COLLET: JULIANA
SCIENCE SIDE

FUNG KIVE: JUDDIE ALICIA
LOUIS: MARIE NATHALIA
MILAZARRE: MARIE AXCEL
MOMUS: MARIE UVARETTE

D S Thanacoody Soborun (Mrs),
Director Mauritius Examinations Syndicate,
Réduit
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